
























































erospace technology underpins 

Formula 1’s status as the world’s 

fastest and most competitive 

motorsport: everything from the 

aerodynamics science that deines 

each car’s performance envelope to the carbon ibre 

construction techniques that keeps them strong and 

safe lows from the skies. But it’s a two-way connection, 

and it goes beyond science to art.

The Huslig Collective is an innovative, concierge-style 

design agency operating at the most rareied end of 

the design space. It’s created everything from culinks 

to A380 cabins, and its specialism in transforming the 

interiors of private aircraft into amazing spaces has 

provided a gateway into Formula 1, translating  

22 years of bespoke VIP aviation design experience  

into extraordinary motorhome spaces.

“Private aircraft make up 75% of our projects,” says 

company founder Mark Huslig, “from helicopters like 

the brand new Airbus H-160 to the new Gulfstream 

650ER, up to wide-bodies like the Boeing 747-8i. 

“About 20% of our projects are in the world of 

motorsport, including motorhomes and driver suites 

as well as hospitality units and technical trailers. The 

last 5 per cent of our projects are the client requests for 

something truly unique and we’re supremely happy to 

have their trust to help them create their grand vision.”

The Huslig Collective is based in Austin, the capital 

of Texas – the US state that’s one of the world’s most 

important locations for the global aerospace and 

aviation industry. From this global hub the company 

supports and connects with a worldwide customer 

base - but, as Huslig points out, the Collective is a 

boutique organisation, purposefully small in scale, 
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cultivating uniquely personal relationships with 

clients and walking them through the entire design 

process step-by-step. This scale enables it to remain 

detail-focused, delivering a vision that’s and personally 

tailored to the customer’s tastes, whatever the budget. 

It manages the entire process from the initial sketches 

through to a luxurious space that’s ready to inhabit.

“I’ve purposely kept our core team small,” says 

Huslig. “We constantly maintain a tight focus on 

each client’s project and the myriad details 

associated with each. As a direct benei t, I am always 

the person our clients meet with. This relationship 

insures getting every detail right and making their 

dreams become reality.

“I love seeing the grand plan of a project come 

together incorporating all of the intricacies and 

subtle nuances of a client’s personality. That’s where 

the real magic happens.

“When the client i rst sees the i nished project, the 

grand reveal if you will, there’s no greater satisfaction

for me than seeing them at a loss for words with a 

huge smile on their face.”

Huslig’s background in aviation interiors and 

product design opened the door to other intriguing 

projects in chic resort-style hotels and motorsports; 

clients involved in those industries liked his work in 

aviation so much that they invited his company to 

work its magic there, too. That’s why at any moment 

the team might be working on a bespoke interior for 

a Bombardier Global 7500 (the latest transonic long-

range business jet, endorsed by no less an expert than 

three-time F1 world champion and airline magnate 

Niki Lauda) for an individual, corporation, head of 

state, or a penthouse on wheels for a Formula 1 driver.

“We i rst entered motor racing at the request of a 

long-time client who needed a motorhome to take to 

various events around the USA,” says Huslig. “That one 

motorhome turned into two, then the manufacturer 

was so impressed that we designed another three 

motorhomes for them for other clients. 

“That led to working with a NASCAR driver and doing 

several technical trailers as well as another motorhome. 

When a client started racing in Europe, we began 

designing motorhomes in Europe, including multi-

story hospitality units. To date we’ve designed eleven 

di� erent motorhomes, trailers, and hospitality units. 

“We currently have a new NASCAR client who saw 

one of the motorhomes we designed and was so 

thrilled with it that he asked us to refurbish his jet for 

him. So the cycle has gone full circle now – from jets to 

motorhomes and back to jets again…”
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INCORPORATING
PERFORMANCE & TUNING
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